OCRYL
FOR EYES
CLEANS AWAY CRUSTS AND MUCUS
HELPS TO COMBAT TEAR STAINING

OCRYL FOR EYES
HELPS TO COMBAT
TEAR STAINING
Tear staining can be unsightly when noticeable
on pale fur and can be secondary to ocular
conditions causing excessive tearing* or due to
the structure of the face

UNIQUE
COMBINATION
OF
INGREDIENTS

The combination of ingredients in Ocryl helps
reduce stains and keep them at bay
Consider starting use in puppies and kittens
in susceptible breeds or pets with light
coloured fur and make it part of your routine
hygiene regimen

Attack phase for current discolouration:
Apply 1-2 times per day using a cotton swab
Results expected within 10-14 days of use

Maintenance/prevention phase:
Apply 1-2 times per week

*it is advisable to investigate and treat underlying causes of excessive tearing where possible

OCRYL FOR CATS AND DOGS
Gentle and effective, helping to keep your
pet’s eyes clean and clear.

After many years of staining under Molly’s eyes,
I had tried many things but nothing really worked.
The Head Nurse at my local vet practice asked me to
trial a new eye cleaner, Ocryl. I was adamant that Ocryl
would not work but I agreed to try the product. To my
amazement in just three days there was a significant
difference, I was delighted!

BEFORE
AFTER

I can recommend this product and assure
you it really does work....tried and tested by
myself and Molly, a big “paws” up from us!!
Julia Sandford, owner of 7 rescue dogs

Heidi, my 19-month-old Bichon, had always had problems with tear staining
and I had tried various techniques and eyecleaners on those stubborn, brown stains.
Nothing worked until I tried Ocryl; after 2 weeks of use, Heidi’s face was markedly
whiter, the staining resolved. Now I use Ocryl on all my Bichons to prevent tear
stains in the first place!
Chrissie Osborne,
owner of 12 Bichon Frises

BEFORE

AFTER

OCRYL FOR EYES
CLEAN THE EYE
Gentle solution which helps
to soften crusts to aid removal
Can be used to flush and clean
the eye and the surrounding area
Can be used to prepare the eye
for other drops
Removes debris that can otherwise act
as a site for microbial multiplication

APPLICATION
Apply directly or soak a cotton swab
and press onto the area to soak and
wipe away crusts
Use as necessary

Ocryl is available in bottles of 135ml. Ocryl contains methylene blue,
benzalkonium chloride, boric acid, sodium borate, and rose extract.
CFR-005-A5

Use medicines responsibly. www.noah.co.uk/responsible.
For more information please contact TVM UK on 0800 0385868,
Address: TVM UK Animal Health Ltd | Kirtlington Business Centre,
Slade farm, Kirtlington, Oxfordshire OX5 3JA. UK
Registered No: 10041959 www.tvm-uk.com

